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Class OutlineClass Outline
Introduction & DefinitionsIntroduction & Definitions
HinduismHinduism
BuddhismBuddhism
JainismJainism
SikhismSikhism
Zen (Buddhism)Zen (Buddhism)
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Taoism / DaoismTaoism / Daoism
BaBa’’haihai
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New AgeNew Age



JainismJainism
Mahavira Mahavira ~600~600––527 BC527 BC
–– Last of 24 gurus. Last of 24 gurus. 
–– Said to have founder Jainism Said to have founder Jainism 

Parshva 750 BCParshva 750 BC
–– The 23rd guruThe 23rd guru
–– Earliest Jain leader accepted as a historical Earliest Jain leader accepted as a historical 

figure. figure. 
–– Parshva lived as a nobleman for 30 years and Parshva lived as a nobleman for 30 years and 

was never married before renouncing the world was never married before renouncing the world 
to become a monk. to become a monk. 

–– He meditated for 84 days before attaining He meditated for 84 days before attaining 
NirvanaNirvana

Location:  India, mostly.Location:  India, mostly.
About 5,000,000 practitionersAbout 5,000,000 practitioners
A reaction to worldly, priestly HinduismA reaction to worldly, priestly Hinduism



Jaina TheologyJaina Theology

Very strong emphasis on asceticismVery strong emphasis on asceticism

Siddhartha may have been a Siddhartha may have been a 
follower before finding a middle follower before finding a middle 
way.way.

We are souls trapped in a body.  We are souls trapped in a body.  
The goal: escape the body to reach The goal: escape the body to reach 
nirvana through ascetic practices.nirvana through ascetic practices.

ReincarnationReincarnation

KarmaKarma

PantheisticPantheistic

The Swastika
a symbol of 
samsara
(rebirth)



Similarity with BuddhismSimilarity with Buddhism

Jainism encourages spiritual development Jainism encourages spiritual development 
through cultivation of one's own personal through cultivation of one's own personal 
wisdom and reliance on self control through wisdom and reliance on self control through 
vowsvows

The triple gems of JainismThe triple gems of Jainism——right vision or view right vision or view 
(Samyak Darshana), right knowledge (Samyak (Samyak Darshana), right knowledge (Samyak 
Gyana) and right conduct (Samyak Charitra)Gyana) and right conduct (Samyak Charitra)——
provide the path for attaining liberation from the provide the path for attaining liberation from the 
cycles of birth and death. cycles of birth and death. 



The SoulThe Soul
Every living being has a soul.Every living being has a soul.
Every soul is potentially divine, with innate Every soul is potentially divine, with innate 
qualities of infinite knowledge, perception, qualities of infinite knowledge, perception, 
power, and bliss (masked by its karmas).power, and bliss (masked by its karmas).
Regard every living being as you do yourself, Regard every living being as you do yourself, 
harming no one and being kind to all beings.harming no one and being kind to all beings.
Every soul is born as a heavenly being, human, Every soul is born as a heavenly being, human, 
subsub--human or hellish being by its own karma.human or hellish being by its own karma.
Every soul is the architect of its own life, here or Every soul is the architect of its own life, here or 
hereafter.hereafter.
When a soul is freed from karmas, it becomes When a soul is freed from karmas, it becomes 
free and attains divine consciousness, free and attains divine consciousness, 
experiencing infinite knowledge, perception, experiencing infinite knowledge, perception, 
power, and bliss (Moksha).power, and bliss (Moksha).



Jaina ScripturesJaina Scriptures
The PurvasThe Purvas -- Sayings of the 24 gurus. Sayings of the 24 gurus. 
All the original Purvas were lost.All the original Purvas were lost.

Agama SutrasAgama Sutras -- Sayings of MahaviraSayings of Mahavira

Jaina  Sects
Digambaras: Monks are nude, only 
males can reach enlightenment.

Shvetambaras: Wear white robes.  
Women can be ordained as nuns.



Jaina WorldviewJaina Worldview

A very strange cosmology.  The universe is an A very strange cosmology.  The universe is an 
infinitely repeating pattern of cycles of time.infinitely repeating pattern of cycles of time.
One of the gurus lived 70 trillion years and was One of the gurus lived 70 trillion years and was 
3000 ft. tall.3000 ft. tall.
The earth is the center of the universeThe earth is the center of the universe
The universe has existed forever.The universe has existed forever.
Five Mahavrata or rules of ascetic livingFive Mahavrata or rules of ascetic living
–– Ahimsa Ahimsa –– NonNon--harming  harming  (fly(fly--whisk, strain liquids, etcwhisk, strain liquids, etc……))

–– Satya Satya –– TruthfulnessTruthfulness
–– Asteya Asteya –– NonNon--stealingstealing
–– CelibacyCelibacy
–– NonNon--attachmentattachment



SikhismSikhism

Location: India, especially the Location: India, especially the 
Punjab.  25,000,000 adherents.Punjab.  25,000,000 adherents.

Founder: Nanak (1469Founder: Nanak (1469--1539 A.D.)1539 A.D.)

A compromise between Islam and A compromise between Islam and 
Hinduism.Hinduism.

Avowedly monotheistic, but with Avowedly monotheistic, but with 
many Hindu ideas.many Hindu ideas.

Nanak, founder 
of Jaina



Sikh Teaching and TheologySikh Teaching and Theology
Reject polytheism but keep Reject polytheism but keep 
ideas of maya (illusion), ideas of maya (illusion), 
samsara (reincarnation), samsara (reincarnation), 
karmakarma
Reject priestly system.  All Reject priestly system.  All 
are equal before the are equal before the ““True True 
Name.Name.””
Reject caste system.Reject caste system.
Opposition to idolatry and Opposition to idolatry and 
to asceticism.to asceticism.
Sikhs do not try to escape Sikhs do not try to escape 
the world, but to participate the world, but to participate 
in it.in it.

The Golden Temple
Amristar, India



The Supreme BeingThe Supreme Being

Sikhism believes in one supreme being Sikhism believes in one supreme being 
which is real and immanent and only which is real and immanent and only 
experienced in this creation. experienced in this creation. 

Technically there is nothing in this creation Technically there is nothing in this creation 
which is devoid of it and distinct of it.which is devoid of it and distinct of it.

God is omnipresent, transcendent, God is omnipresent, transcendent, 
omnipotent, and omniscient.omnipotent, and omniscient.

Sikhism also believes in an omnipresent Sikhism also believes in an omnipresent 
Onkar (one with everything), the one Onkar (one with everything), the one 
constant in the Universe.constant in the Universe.



Other BeliefsOther Beliefs

Emphasis is on ethics, morality, and Emphasis is on ethics, morality, and 
values values –– a works based salvation.a works based salvation.

The Sikh faith does not accept miracles.The Sikh faith does not accept miracles.

The Sikh school of thought believes in a The Sikh school of thought believes in a 
form of reincarnation similar to Karma. form of reincarnation similar to Karma. 

The concept of hell and heaven in Sikhism The concept of hell and heaven in Sikhism 
is metaphorical and is said to be is metaphorical and is said to be 
experienced by those who chose (or not) experienced by those who chose (or not) 
to live in the 5 thieves.to live in the 5 thieves.



The Five ThievesThe Five Thieves

The Five evils or five thieves are the  major The Five evils or five thieves are the  major 
weaknesses of the human personality at weaknesses of the human personality at 
variance with its spiritual essence.variance with its spiritual essence.
–– KamKam -- lust/addictionlust/addiction

–– KrodhKrodh -- wrath/rage/angerwrath/rage/anger

–– LobhLobh -- materialistic greedmaterialistic greed

–– MohMoh -- attachment/worldly infatuation attachment/worldly infatuation 

–– AhankarAhankar -- ego/pride respectively. ego/pride respectively. 



The Five KsThe Five Ks
The Five Ks, or panj kakaar/kakke, are five The Five Ks, or panj kakaar/kakke, are five 
articles of faith that all baptized Sikhs are articles of faith that all baptized Sikhs are 
obliged to wear at all times. The symbols are obliged to wear at all times. The symbols are 
worn for identification and representation of the worn for identification and representation of the 
ideals of Sikhism, such as honesty, equality, ideals of Sikhism, such as honesty, equality, 
fidelity, militarism, meditating on God, and never fidelity, militarism, meditating on God, and never 
bowing to tyranny. bowing to tyranny. 
–– Kesh (uncut hair, usually tied and wrapped in the Sikh Kesh (uncut hair, usually tied and wrapped in the Sikh 

Turban, Dastar)Turban, Dastar)
–– Kanga (a wooden comb, worn under the Dastar)Kanga (a wooden comb, worn under the Dastar)
–– Katchera (specially made cotton underwear as a Katchera (specially made cotton underwear as a 

reminder of the commitment to purity)reminder of the commitment to purity)
–– Kara (an iron bracelet, which is a symbol of eternity)Kara (an iron bracelet, which is a symbol of eternity)
–– Kirpan (a curved sword, which comes in different Kirpan (a curved sword, which comes in different 

sizes)sizes)



Scriptures of SikhismScriptures of Sikhism

The Adi GranthThe Adi Granth Compiled by the fifth guru Arjun Compiled by the fifth guru Arjun 
in 1604in 1604
The Ganth of the Tenth KingThe Ganth of the Tenth King:  Written by the last :  Written by the last 
of the ten great gurus of Sikhism, Gobind Singh.of the ten great gurus of Sikhism, Gobind Singh.
The Janamsakhis LegendsThe Janamsakhis Legends.  Obviously mythical .  Obviously mythical 
accounts of the life of Nanak, including miracles.  accounts of the life of Nanak, including miracles.  
(Nanak never claimed to be a miracle worker).(Nanak never claimed to be a miracle worker).

Works salvation:Works salvation: ““Sin and sorrow are destroyed by Sin and sorrow are destroyed by 
hearkening.hearkening.””



Sikh PracticesSikh Practices
The wearing of the male turban is The wearing of the male turban is 
very characteristic.very characteristic.
Baptism in sugar water holding a Baptism in sugar water holding a 
dagger.dagger.
Sikhs have been warriors.  They Sikhs have been warriors.  They 
have been very militaristic.have been very militaristic.
Sikhs are immersed in worldly Sikhs are immersed in worldly 
affairs.  Businessmen, merchants affairs.  Businessmen, merchants 
etc.etc.
Think of Sikhs as the opposite of Think of Sikhs as the opposite of 
Jains.Jains.



Zen BuddhismZen Buddhism

Zen originated in India as an offshoot of Zen originated in India as an offshoot of 
Buddhism. But most of itBuddhism. But most of it’’s development was in s development was in 
China and especially Japan.China and especially Japan.
Zen is said to have had 28 successive Zen is said to have had 28 successive 
Patriarchs, starting with Buddha.Patriarchs, starting with Buddha.
BodhiBodhi--Dharma (480Dharma (480--528 A.D.) was the last and 528 A.D.) was the last and 
came to China in 520. He is the founder of the came to China in 520. He is the founder of the 
Zen school of Buddhism in China.Zen school of Buddhism in China.
By the 13By the 13thth century Zen was loosing its century Zen was loosing its 

popularity in China. But it was gaining steam in popularity in China. But it was gaining steam in 
Japan where it had been since the 7Japan where it had been since the 7thth century.century.



What is ZenWhat is Zen

According to Zen Buddhists, Zen itself cannot be According to Zen Buddhists, Zen itself cannot be 
defined because it has no definition. Its defined because it has no definition. Its 
philosophy cannot be delineated because it has philosophy cannot be delineated because it has 
no theory or system of principles.no theory or system of principles.

““Personal experience,Personal experience,”” says D. T. Suzuki, says D. T. Suzuki, ““is is 
everything in Zen.everything in Zen.”” The experience of Zen cuts The experience of Zen cuts 
through rational authority and objective through rational authority and objective 
revelation and unveils spiritual truth.revelation and unveils spiritual truth.

Zen is a practice which is carried out for oneZen is a practice which is carried out for one’’s s 
own selfown self--development and leads to a state of development and leads to a state of 
liberation called satori.liberation called satori.



Zen Zen ““SalvationSalvation””
Zen Buddhists seeks salvation by experiencing Zen Buddhists seeks salvation by experiencing 
satori, which is the Japanese term for satori, which is the Japanese term for 
enlightenment.enlightenment.
1.1. Satori is the sudden awakening to one's true nature. Satori is the sudden awakening to one's true nature. 
2.2. When Zen Buddhists realize their Buddha nature, When Zen Buddhists realize their Buddha nature, 

they experience inner joy and peace. they experience inner joy and peace. 
3.3. Through the continued practice of meditation, Zen Through the continued practice of meditation, Zen 

Buddhists can experience satori many times, each Buddhists can experience satori many times, each 
bringing them into deepening levels of selfbringing them into deepening levels of self--
awareness. awareness. 

4.4. Like all Buddhists, the ultimate goal of a Zen Like all Buddhists, the ultimate goal of a Zen 
Buddhist is to reach parinirvana (extinction), but Buddhist is to reach parinirvana (extinction), but 
unlike other Buddhists, the immediate goal of the Zen unlike other Buddhists, the immediate goal of the Zen 
Buddhist is to experience satori.Buddhist is to experience satori.



Meditation Meditation -- ZazenZazen

Za means sitting and Zen means meditation.Za means sitting and Zen means meditation.
According to Zen Buddhists, Zazen, like Zen, According to Zen Buddhists, Zazen, like Zen, 
cannot be explained. cannot be explained. 
The crux of Zazen is nonthinking, which is the The crux of Zazen is nonthinking, which is the 
essential art of Zazen. Since nonthinking essential art of Zazen. Since nonthinking 
excludes rational thought, to explain nonthinking excludes rational thought, to explain nonthinking 
would automatically put it in a category of would automatically put it in a category of 
thinking and thus miss its essence. thinking and thus miss its essence. 
Therefore, Zazen must be something that can Therefore, Zazen must be something that can 
only be experienced for oneself.only be experienced for oneself.



Meditation Meditation –– Jiriki (selfJiriki (self--effort)effort)

Zen Buddhists seek truth through meditation, Zen Buddhists seek truth through meditation, 
and Zazen can only be performed through selfand Zazen can only be performed through self--
effort (jiriki). effort (jiriki). 

““Zen emphasizes salvation within oneself,Zen emphasizes salvation within oneself,”” says says 
E. Dale Saunders. E. Dale Saunders. ““Every man has the BuddhaEvery man has the Buddha--
nature, and this nature is perceptible through a nature, and this nature is perceptible through a 
‘‘realization of self.realization of self.’’ Hence Zen more than any Hence Zen more than any 
other sect stresses the qualities of selfother sect stresses the qualities of self--
understanding and selfunderstanding and self--reliance as prerequisites reliance as prerequisites 
for apprehending onefor apprehending one’’s own nature.s own nature.””



OneOne’’s Own Buddha Natures Own Buddha Nature

Zen Buddhists must have faith in their own Zen Buddhists must have faith in their own 
BuddhaBuddha--nature. To have faith in the Buddha nature. To have faith in the Buddha 
himself is therefore an obstacle to salvation. himself is therefore an obstacle to salvation. 
In fact, there are Zen stories of the images and In fact, there are Zen stories of the images and 
icons of the Buddha being burned or icons of the Buddha being burned or 
desecrated. Even the name of the Buddha has desecrated. Even the name of the Buddha has 
been referred to as dung.been referred to as dung.
Zen Buddhists must not look to the Buddha but Zen Buddhists must not look to the Buddha but 
know that they are Buddhas themselves.know that they are Buddhas themselves.
For BuddhaFor Buddha’’s sake Buddha is to be given up. s sake Buddha is to be given up. 
This is the only way to come to the realization of This is the only way to come to the realization of 
the truth of Zen.the truth of Zen.



Illusion of the mindIllusion of the mind

Two techniques are employed in the Rinzai sect Two techniques are employed in the Rinzai sect 
of Zen Buddhism to attain satori. of Zen Buddhism to attain satori. 

The rapid exchange between master and The rapid exchange between master and 
disciple through question and answer is a disciple through question and answer is a 
technique known as mondo. technique known as mondo. 

The other technique is the concentration on a The other technique is the concentration on a 
koan koan —— a phrase, question, or problem that is a phrase, question, or problem that is 
insoluble to the intellect. Both are in frequent use insoluble to the intellect. Both are in frequent use 
in the West.in the West.



Koan Koan –– unsolvable questionsunsolvable questions
Some famous koans are: Some famous koans are: 
–– ““Is there BuddhaIs there Buddha--nature in a dog?nature in a dog?””
–– ““What is your original face before you were born?What is your original face before you were born?””
–– ““What is the sound of one hand clapping?What is the sound of one hand clapping?””
–– ““All things are such as they are from the beginning; All things are such as they are from the beginning; 

what is that which is beyond existence?what is that which is beyond existence?””
These are just four of an estimated 1,700 koans. These are just four of an estimated 1,700 koans. 
Only a few are necessary to reach satori.Only a few are necessary to reach satori.
When one solves his or her koan When one solves his or her koan —— and not by and not by 
reason reason —— he or she experiences kensho he or she experiences kensho 
(enlightenment).(enlightenment).
Each kensho will transport the individual to a Each kensho will transport the individual to a 
higher state of satori.higher state of satori.



The Appeal of ZenThe Appeal of Zen

It Opposes Rationalism and HumanismIt Opposes Rationalism and Humanism
–– ““Zen transcends logic and overrides the Zen transcends logic and overrides the 

tyranny and misrepresentation of ideas.tyranny and misrepresentation of ideas.””

It Teaches SelfIt Teaches Self--denial and denial and ““Great DeathGreat Death””
–– According to the doctrines of According to the doctrines of ““nonnon--abidingabiding””

and and ““no thoughtno thought”” ego is removed from religionego is removed from religion

It Casts Some Light on The Way of LifeIt Casts Some Light on The Way of Life
–– Internal reflection can seen to open the door Internal reflection can seen to open the door 

to knowledge and understandingto knowledge and understanding



Zen vs. Christian MeditationZen vs. Christian Meditation

The basic objective with most meditation is to The basic objective with most meditation is to 
acquire a situation of complete rest in your body, acquire a situation of complete rest in your body, 
soul and spirit, thereby eliminating stress and soul and spirit, thereby eliminating stress and 
facilitating contact with deeper, more creative facilitating contact with deeper, more creative 
levels of your consciousness.levels of your consciousness.
Rational thinking is intentionally suppressed and Rational thinking is intentionally suppressed and 
switched off while you transcend to mystical switched off while you transcend to mystical 
spheres to make contact with your deeper self.spheres to make contact with your deeper self.
Meditation has an inner focus. You are not Meditation has an inner focus. You are not 
searching for a God who is outside of you, but searching for a God who is outside of you, but 
trying to discover God deep within yourself.trying to discover God deep within yourself.



Zen vs. Christian MeditationZen vs. Christian Meditation

The Bible does not equate prayer with mystical The Bible does not equate prayer with mystical 
meditation, but explains meditation quite meditation, but explains meditation quite 
differently as the sober and conscious differently as the sober and conscious 
contemplation of Godcontemplation of God’’s Word (Ps. 1:2).s Word (Ps. 1:2).
Quiet times of meditation are therefore not Quiet times of meditation are therefore not 
prayers without words but the contemplation of prayers without words but the contemplation of 
GodGod’’s Word. s Word. 
It is an interaction between the mind and faith of a It is an interaction between the mind and faith of a 
believer in which Scriptures are thoughtfully believer in which Scriptures are thoughtfully 
examined, probed and considered.examined, probed and considered.



Christian MeditationChristian Meditation

1.1. WorshipWorship——It is designed to focus on the Lord and It is designed to focus on the Lord and 
His works (Ps. 27:4; 77:12). It is a place and His works (Ps. 27:4; 77:12). It is a place and 
space in our lives for communion with God. It is a space in our lives for communion with God. It is a 
means of elevating the spiritual over the material means of elevating the spiritual over the material 
world and the world of activity: the world of hustle world and the world of activity: the world of hustle 
and bustle and coming and going.and bustle and coming and going.

2.2. InstructionInstruction——It is designed to improve our It is designed to improve our 
understanding of the Word and Godunderstanding of the Word and God’’s ways as it s ways as it 
applies to our lives (Ps. 49:3 [i.e., understanding applies to our lives (Ps. 49:3 [i.e., understanding 
comes from the meditations of his heart]; 119:27, comes from the meditations of his heart]; 119:27, 
97f). In meditation we exchange our thoughts 97f). In meditation we exchange our thoughts 
with God's.with God's.



Christian MeditationChristian Meditation

1.1. Motivation or EncouragementMotivation or Encouragement——It is designed to It is designed to 
motivate and inspire us in service and courage motivate and inspire us in service and courage 
for the works God has called us to do (Josh. 1:7for the works God has called us to do (Josh. 1:7--
8)8)

2.2. TransformationTransformation——It is designed to transform and It is designed to transform and 
change our lives. This would apply to all the change our lives. This would apply to all the 
above (Ps. 4:4; 19:14; 119:15; Rom. 12:2; Col. above (Ps. 4:4; 19:14; 119:15; Rom. 12:2; Col. 
3:1f).3:1f).



Witnessing TipsWitnessing Tips

Since Since ““nonthinkingnonthinking”” is a vital element in Zen is a vital element in Zen 
Buddhism, any attempt to argue religious Buddhism, any attempt to argue religious 
doctrines invariably stalls as the Zen Buddhist doctrines invariably stalls as the Zen Buddhist 
discounts conceptual reasoning. discounts conceptual reasoning. 
This mindset effectively veils to Zen Buddhists This mindset effectively veils to Zen Buddhists 
the illogical implications of their assumptions the illogical implications of their assumptions 
about ultimate reality. about ultimate reality. 
Thus, when we engage in a religious dialogue Thus, when we engage in a religious dialogue 
with Zen Buddhists, we should avoid getting with Zen Buddhists, we should avoid getting 
entangled in long discussions in which we try to entangled in long discussions in which we try to 
persuade them that they must accept the logic of persuade them that they must accept the logic of 
our argument.our argument.



Heart SharingHeart Sharing

Ultimately the best route to the soul of most Zen Ultimately the best route to the soul of most Zen 
Buddhists is through their hearts and not their Buddhists is through their hearts and not their 
minds. minds. 

Once the Holy Spirit touches their hearts, their Once the Holy Spirit touches their hearts, their 
minds will also be awakened to the truth of the minds will also be awakened to the truth of the 
Gospel.Gospel.

Sharing your testimony as to what Christ as Sharing your testimony as to what Christ as 
done in your life is one way to do this.done in your life is one way to do this.

Another way to accomplish this is to ask them a Another way to accomplish this is to ask them a 
series of questions about different aspects of series of questions about different aspects of 
their faith in Zen. their faith in Zen. 



Ask QuestionsAsk Questions

The benefit of querying is threefold: The benefit of querying is threefold: 
–– First, since Zen Buddhists are familiar with this mode First, since Zen Buddhists are familiar with this mode 

of dialogue, they become more willing to address of dialogue, they become more willing to address 
theological issues. theological issues. 

–– Second, it lays the cards faceSecond, it lays the cards face--up on the table for both up on the table for both 
sides to see sides to see —— for them to recognize the implications for them to recognize the implications 
of what they believe and for you to determine the of what they believe and for you to determine the 
weaknesses of their faith. weaknesses of their faith. 

–– Third, it plants seeds of doubt that may later compel Third, it plants seeds of doubt that may later compel 
them to question the validity of their commitment to them to question the validity of their commitment to 
Zen.Zen.

–– The third point is especially important to keep in mind. The third point is especially important to keep in mind. 
In most cases when conversion has occurred, the In most cases when conversion has occurred, the 
Holy Spirit used evangelism primarily as a tool to Holy Spirit used evangelism primarily as a tool to 
dismantle the props that support the Zen Buddhistdismantle the props that support the Zen Buddhist’’s s 
attachment to nonthinking. attachment to nonthinking. 



Thinking and the HeartThinking and the Heart

Just getting Zen Buddhists to think about what Just getting Zen Buddhists to think about what 
they believe is often a giant step in opening their they believe is often a giant step in opening their 
hearts to the Gospel, which normally occurs later hearts to the Gospel, which normally occurs later 
when they struggle with the Lord privately.when they struggle with the Lord privately.
–– After asking them questions about a certain point, we After asking them questions about a certain point, we 

can share what we believe in that area, resisting the can share what we believe in that area, resisting the 
urge to argue.urge to argue.

–– Then we can go on to the next point. If they ask Then we can go on to the next point. If they ask 
questions about our faith, then we can address questions about our faith, then we can address 
specific issues more thoroughly. In this way we will specific issues more thoroughly. In this way we will 
plant not only seeds of doubt but seeds of hope as plant not only seeds of doubt but seeds of hope as 
well.well.



Zen BuddhismZen Buddhism-- Soul or No Soul?Soul or No Soul?

The Buddha taught that people do not have The Buddha taught that people do not have 
souls and that the ultimate goal of an souls and that the ultimate goal of an 
enlightened being is total extinction. enlightened being is total extinction. 
–– Now, how can something that doesnNow, how can something that doesn’’t exist become t exist become 

extinct?extinct?

According to the Buddha, that which is a According to the Buddha, that which is a 
personperson’’s identity is not a soul but transient s identity is not a soul but transient 
elements that form the identity of a person at elements that form the identity of a person at 
birth, dissociate from one another at death, and birth, dissociate from one another at death, and 
reform at birth in another person.reform at birth in another person.



Line of InquiryLine of Inquiry

You might say to a Zen Buddhist that, according You might say to a Zen Buddhist that, according 
to your understand of the teachings of the to your understand of the teachings of the 
Buddha, people do not have souls. Buddha, people do not have souls. 
Ask him or her to briefly explain what it is that Ask him or her to briefly explain what it is that 
continues to exist in another life form after he or continues to exist in another life form after he or 
she dies. she dies. 
Then say that as you understand nirvana and Then say that as you understand nirvana and 
satori, the ultimate goal of Buddhists is satori, the ultimate goal of Buddhists is 
extinction. extinction. 
Ask him or her, Why do you want to be totally Ask him or her, Why do you want to be totally 
extinguished?extinguished?



Showing the ContrastShowing the Contrast

Whether the Zen Buddhist is Whether the Zen Buddhist is 
knowledgeable about the Buddhist knowledgeable about the Buddhist 
doctrine on these points or not, these doctrine on these points or not, these 
questions will force him or her to face the questions will force him or her to face the 
implications of these doctrines. implications of these doctrines. 

For you, it is enough to simply say that you For you, it is enough to simply say that you 
believe you have a soul and that you will believe you have a soul and that you will 
live forever in intimate fellowship with a live forever in intimate fellowship with a 
loving and compassionate God. The loving and compassionate God. The 
distinction should be startling.distinction should be startling.



The Burden of SelfThe Burden of Self--EffortEffort

According to Buddhist tradition, one of the According to Buddhist tradition, one of the 
last instructions the Buddha gave to his last instructions the Buddha gave to his 
disciples before passing away was for disciples before passing away was for 
them to work out their own salvation with them to work out their own salvation with 
diligence. This admonition is one of the diligence. This admonition is one of the 
major pillars of the Buddhist faith. major pillars of the Buddhist faith. 
Although many Mahayana sects, like the Although many Mahayana sects, like the 
Amida schools, have diverged quite far Amida schools, have diverged quite far 
from this doctrine, Zen Buddhism is from this doctrine, Zen Buddhism is 
insistent that the individual must achieve insistent that the individual must achieve 
his or her own deliverance.his or her own deliverance.



Line of InquiryLine of Inquiry

When you converse with Zen Buddhists, When you converse with Zen Buddhists, 
ask how much effort it will take for them to ask how much effort it will take for them to 
finally attain the ultimate goal of their finally attain the ultimate goal of their 
religion. religion. 
–– What must they do? What must they do? 
–– What must they accomplish? What must they accomplish? 
–– What must be sacrificed in order to be diligent What must be sacrificed in order to be diligent 

in this task? in this task? 
–– Also ask them if they think they can reach this Also ask them if they think they can reach this 

goal in their present lifetime. If not, how many goal in their present lifetime. If not, how many 
lifetimes?lifetimes?



Showing the ContrastShowing the Contrast

Then admit that you donThen admit that you don’’t have what it takes to t have what it takes to 
achieve salvation in your own religion achieve salvation in your own religion —— and and 
that since your God knows this, His Son Jesus that since your God knows this, His Son Jesus 
Christ has carried the entire burden for you Christ has carried the entire burden for you 
Himself. Himself. 
Point out that God asks only that we place our Point out that God asks only that we place our 
lives in His hands. lives in His hands. 
Later, in the darkness of their solitary quest for Later, in the darkness of their solitary quest for 
selfself--enlightenment, they may remember your enlightenment, they may remember your 
questions and confession, and God will ask questions and confession, and God will ask 
them, Can you really find deliverance from them, Can you really find deliverance from 
suffering yourself?suffering yourself?



Zen BuddhismZen Buddhism-- Final ThoughtsFinal Thoughts

Without God life is meaningless, and grasping Without God life is meaningless, and grasping 
after the things of the world is like grasping after the things of the world is like grasping 
brittle paper. The more you try to hold it, the brittle paper. The more you try to hold it, the 
more it breaks apart.more it breaks apart.

Zen Buddhists understand the futility of Zen Buddhists understand the futility of 
grasping. But in order to stop grasping, they grasping. But in order to stop grasping, they 
deny life. To Christians, grasping is futile as well. deny life. To Christians, grasping is futile as well. 
But instead of grasping, we give our lives and But instead of grasping, we give our lives and 
desires to the Master. And as we serve Christ, desires to the Master. And as we serve Christ, 
our lives are affirmed by Him our lives are affirmed by Him —— not not 
extinguished, but marked with meaning.extinguished, but marked with meaning.


